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1. (a) What happens if a Munin process

modifies a shared variable outside a

critical region. 12

(b) List the advantages offered by upload/

download model as compared one using

the remote access model. 8

2. (a) Why do some distributed systems use

two level naming ? 6

(b) Write some of the characteristics of a

real-time system ? Discuss time-triggered

protocol for communication in real-time

systems. 14

3. Draw and explain the OSI reference model. 20

4. Write and explain any two algorithms for

ensuring mutual exclusion in distributed

system. Compare the two algorithms. 20

5. (a) List the problems encountered during

page replacement in A DSM. How they

are handled ? 10

(b) A multiprocessor system has single bus.

Is it possible to implement strictly

consistent memory ? 10

6. Describe the messages passing mechanism t

using Ports in MACH ? Draw the structure of

MACH message format. Write and explain any

four port management calls in MACH. 20

7. (a) When file system replicates files, they

don't replicate all the files usually. Give

example of a kind of file that is not

worth replicating. Justify. 10

(b) A file is replicated on ten servers. List

all combinations of read quorum and

write quorum that are permitted by the

voting algorithm. 10

8. How the owner of a page is found in a

distributed shared memory system. Describe

the approach used. 20
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